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Abstract
Agriculture is one of the major occupations of tribal people and had been a primary source of livelihood for them. It is evolved
since man had an interdependent relationship with his living environment. Humans developed some speciﬁc indigenous methods
while living in close relation with the surroundings and the indigenous beliefs and practices make up their indigenous knowledge
system. Indigenous knowledge is the sum total of experiences and manifestations that are unique to a given culture or society.
This knowledge is unwritten and orally transmitted through generations since writing it down changes some of its basic
properties. Indigenous knowledge is an important base for agriculture and agricultural practices and is signiﬁcant for sustainable
development. The present study examines the indigenous practices related to agriculture among Hill Korwa and Gond tribal
communities of Surguja district of Chhattisgarh state in Central India. Hill Korwa is one of the Particularly Vulnerable Tribal
Groups (PVTGs) and Gonds are one of the major tribal communities of Chhattisgath state. There are diﬀerences and similarities
found in the practices, beliefs and knowledge of both tribal communities. The comparison of ﬁndings related to the knowledge,
practices and beliefs and present scenario of agricultural practices has been presented in the article.
Keywords: Agriculture, indigenous knowledge, Hill Korwa, Gond, agricultural practices.

Introduction

ecology and vicinity. According to Census 2011, tribals
constitute about 8.6 percent of the total population of the
country of which 30.6 percent tribal population resides in
Chhattisgarh, a central Indian state. Speciﬁcally Surguja, a
district of northern Chhattisgarh has a variety of tribal
communities and hence, keeping such important things in
mind, the present study has been conducted on two tribal
communities of Surguja district, viz. Hill Korwa, a
Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group (PVTG) and Gond
laying emphasis on their agricultural indigenous knowledge.
The present study is highlights the past and present
agricultural practices among both tribal communities and
comparative analysis of their indigenous knowledge of
agriculture is discussed.

A large portion of world's population depends on agriculture
for their livelihood. Agriculture is an applied science that
deals with all aspects of plant manufacturing like farming,
forestry, raising animals, ﬁsheries, etc. and along with the
above characteristics, is an art and technology of producing
and developing plants and animals for economic reasons
(Sarker, 2017). It is a major occupation and source of limited
income of the tribal people and moreover, subsistence farming
makes this major activity uneconomical to the tribal people.
The indigenous knowledge and techniques related to
agriculture had been developed by tribal farmers since time
immemorial. Indigenous knowledge is a collective body of
knowledge and belief which is handed down through
generations by cultural transmission. This knowledge is orally
transmitted through diﬀerent means like imitation,
demonstration, expression and manifestation. Of many, one of
the best features of indigenous knowledge is that it is
traditional or local in nature; and the terms akin to farmer's
knowledge or peasant's knowledge proposed by Antweiler
(1998) clearly state that this knowledge is developed in their
own geographical setup and environmental framework. The
relationship of agriculture, indigenous knowledge and tribals
is as old as human civilization. India's tribal population is also
dependent on agriculture and forest related livelihood
resources. India has a diverse tribal population scattered over
the entire peninsula having deep rooted relationship with their

The Hill Korwa
Hill Korwa tribe is one of the ﬁve Particularly Vulnerable
Tribal Groups (PVTGs) of Chhattisgarh state. It is a branch of
Munda tribe belonging to Austro-Asiatic sub-family of
Austric family. They were the original settlers of Khudia
region of Jashpur when it had dense virgin forests. They
further migrated to the adjoining regions of Surguja state in
due course of time. Hill Korwa people have a typical
settlement where each farm yard has its house perched away
in some inaccessible spot on the hillside. The Hill Korwa
settlements are usually isolated and the tribe is still dependent
on traditional means of livelihood. Srivastava (2007) says
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that the Hill Korwas are not settled farmers; rather they are on
the way to the settled cultivation. Presently the tribe is
spreaded over ﬁve districts, viz. Surguja, Jashpur, Balrampur,
Shankargarh and Korba. The total population of the tribe in all
the districts is 34,122 (Tribal Research and Training Institute,
Raipur, Chhattisgarh, 2006).

Seed selection
The choice of good seeds is very important, but most
of the Hill Korwa farmers do not know about good quality
seeds. Only some farmers report that good quality seeds are
preferred by them and that quality is checked on the basis of
their size and shape. Seeds are dried in the sun before sowing.
Hill Korwa farmers are so ignorant that they do not know
which kind of seed to buy from the market. Some of the
knowledgeable farmers choose local variety of seeds over
high yielding varieties as former needs less water for
irrigation whereas the latter needs much.

The Gonds
Gonds are among the largest tribal groups in South Asia and
perhaps the world. Most of the Gonds describe themselves as
hill people or Koi or Koitur who settled in the Gondwana
region, eastern Madhya Pradesh of present day. Gonds live all
over the central India and in the states of Maharashtra and
Odisha. Many Gonds live around Satpura hills, Maikala
range, Son-Deogarh uplands and Bastar Plateau. They speak
Gondi language which belongs to Dravidian family of
language and is similar to Tamil and Kannada. Many Gonds
speak Hindi, Marathi or Telugu. A typical Gond settlement
consists of several hamlets. Gonds are basically farmers;
although some Gond communities have risen to the status of
landowners while many are still landless labourers. As far as
their population is concerned, 54.95 percent of the total tribal
population of Chhattisgarh is Gond. Out of the total Gond
population in the state, 10.23 percent resides in Surguja
district, Chhattisgarh (Census, 2011).

The method of seed selection is one of the important practices
related to farming among Gonds. The quality of seed is
checked by its shine, size and shape and seeds of every crop
are dried in sunlight. Seeds are sometimes mixed with neem
leaves (Azadirachta indica) to free them from moisture. When
all the conditions are found satisfactory, the seed is selected
for sowing. Some of the farmers reported that weight of seed is
an important indicator of seed quality. For this, seeds are
allowed to sink in bucket full of water. The seeds which drown
are considered good for sowing whereas those which ﬂoat or
do not sink are rejected.
Preparation of land
The ﬁelds of Hill Korwa farmers are close to their houses,
either near to the main entrance or beside the house. Hill
Korwa farmers usually spread manure in their ﬁelds before
seed sowing. They believe that the manure keeps the
vegetables and crops healthy. This indigenous method of
using the manure is very old and is still in practice among the
Hill Korwas. Land preparation is not carried out at massive
level like agriculturist tribes but land is leveled using a small
agricultural implement called khurpi (if available with
farmers) and sometimes a tough small wooden piece or bush
of any local tree is used to mix manure with the soil. Fertilizers
and tools are not used extensively by the Hill Korwa farmers
for two reasons: one is land should be kept as natural as
possible and the other is economic condition which is not so
good among farmers that they can aﬀord manure and
fertilizers for using in the ﬁelds. They don't have water
facilities for irrigating the land and they are entirely depended
on rainfall for irrigation. Due to these reasons they perform
agriculture in a simple way.

Materials and Methods
The study has been conducted in Surguja district of
northern Chhattisgarh. Information was collected from 200
Hill Korwa and 200 Gond respondents comprising of young
and old men and women from 28 villages (14 Hill Korwa and
14 Gond villages) of all the seven blocks of the district.
Interview schedule, focus group discussion and interaction
were employed for gathering information. The samples from
the villages were selected by random sampling method and
men and women who were knowledgeable in the community
were selected for gathering information.

Results and Discussion
Earlier, the ancestors of Hill Korwa and Gond tribal
communities had diverse ways of practicing agriculture but
advent of some external factors and forces in their
surrounding area somehow changed their farming patterns
and practices. Hill Korwa is a Particularly Vulnerable Tribal
Group (PVTG) and not mainly agriculturist tribe but some of
the members of this community are farmers and others are
involved in various activities for their subsistence. The
ancestors of Hill Korwas practiced beora (shifting cultivation)
and around two decades ago, the Hill Korwa farmers practiced
ancestral pattern of farming known as Jhoonga Kheti of which
both are not in practice nowadays. Contrary to this, Gonds are
mainly agriculturists who depend upon both subsistence and
commercial farming. Like the Hill Korwas, ancestors of
Gonds practiced shifting cultivation long ago which is
presently not in practice. Both Hill Korwas and Gonds were
forced to abandon the practice of shifting cultivation by the
Forest Department to stop the massive destruction of forests.

Gond farmers usually apply manure before sowing crops in
the ﬁeld. The manure used by them is composted, semicomposted or non-composted depending upon the need and
choice of the farmer. Dung is kept in the form of pile near the
house within their boundary. If the farmlands are near the
houses, the manure or dung is used easily whereas it is
transported in case if the farmland or ﬁeld area is away from
the household. The local knowledge of the farmers says that
use of manure destroys the pests in the soil and helps increase
its fertility. They believe that more the content of humus in the
soil, more is its fertility and more is the capacity of the soil to
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retain water. During rabi season, the remains of the crops of
previous year are cut down by the farmers before seed sowing.
These crop remains are left by the farmers to decompose in the
ﬁeld, but if not decomposed well, they are burnt to produce ash
which acts as manure for the crops.

Crop patterns
The Hill Korwa cultivators depend on monsoon for
agriculture. Rice, millets and vegetables are their staple crops
and principally, they cultivate kodo (Cow grass), kutki (Little
millet), maize, masoor (Lentil), arhar or toor (Pigeon pea),
green leafy vegetables, etc. Kodo and kutki are grown before
the onset of monsoon whereas seasonal vegetables are grown
by some farmers such as brinjal, tomato, green peas, pumpkin,
bottle gourd, etc.

Ploughing
Ploughing is not much prevalent among the Hill Korwa
farmers; instead they use agricultural implements like plough
hoe, spade, etc. for leveling the land. At times, a small tough
wooden bush of any local tree is used to mix manure with the
soil.

The cropping patterns among Gond farmers are classiﬁed on
the basis of crop seasons, i.e. rabi and kharif, the former
belonging to spring season while the latter to autumn. The
types of crops grown by the farmers in both rabi and kharif
seasons are entirely diﬀerent. The rabi crops include oilseeds
like mustard and linseed, pigeon pea, pulses like lentils and
vegetables whereas kharif crops include paddy, maize,
millets, arhar, etc. Farmers are of the opinion that same crop
pattern should be avoided in the ﬁeld as it calls for more
insects and further leads to decrease in the fertility of soil.
Agro-forestry is found to be practiced by some of the Gond
farmers. Boundaries of the ﬁelds have trees, either grown
naturally or purposely by farmers and these trees are protected
by them. Leaves defoliated from the trees get dried after an
interval of time and then are mixed with the soil by ploughing.
This sometimes occurs naturally by the eﬀect of rainwater.

When Gond people are concerned, the farmers report that they
plough land three to four times during both summer and winter
season followed by leveling the land by removal of
unnecessary materials like stones, unwanted and dried
grasses, bushes, waste materials, etc. Manure, ash or dung is
mixed by the farmer by spreading or mixing. Ploughing is
common to all Gond farmers and is mostly done in the month
of April-May. Ploughing is done by khurpi, plough or tractors
depending upon the socio-economic condition of the farmer.
Khurpi (a small agricultural implement) is employed in the
farmlands which are smaller in size whereas plough and
tractors are used for ploughing in bigger farmlands. Farmers
believe that ploughing is done for two reasons: to protect the
soil from getting eroded and to retain moisture in the soil.
There is an indigenous way of knowing how, when and where
to plough and this is assumed by the farmers by taking the soil
in hand checking it. Soil with less stone content and waste
materials is ploughed with khurpi while plough is employed
where there are big and high number of stones and waste
items.

Crop harvesting, traditional beliefs and customs
It is found that festivals are connected with
agriculture among the Hill Korwas. The two major festivals
are Hariyali & Kora celebrated during the month of
September and Navakhani celebrated during the month of
October. Crops and vegetables are taken special care by the
farmers as they themselves have to chase the birds and wild
animals. They do Totkaka when some crops in the ﬁeld need
protection from evil eyes or magic spell of other tribal people.
Ancestors are remembered after initial crops are cut and kept
aside and after all the crops get harvested, they are brought in
front of the house for thrashing.

Seed sowing and precautions
The Hill Korwas believe that thinking inﬂuences the tasks
they perform. Seeds are sown with a healthy state of mind
because that gives them productive results. Precautions are
taken while sowing seeds like checking the dryness of seed
and moisture content in the land. If the conditions are
favourable, it is the assumed that seeds are ready to get sown in
the ﬁeld.

Similar to Hill Korwas, agricultural practices among Gond
community are found to be associated with their cultural
beliefs and practices. Gond farmers celebrate certain speciﬁc
rituals and ceremonies before growing and after harvesting
the crops. Earlier, Gond farmers used to celebrate Navatapa
(nine hottest days in summer) which is presently not
celebrated. Farmers used to keep some seeds and a coconut
aside their ﬁeld to oﬀer them to their village deity. Incense
sticks are being burnt and the divinity is remembered for the
work to succeed. As far as crop harvesting is concerned, Gond
farmers chop the crops above the ground and leave the
underground crops uncut having a belief that they will help in
increase in soil fertility till the next season. A handful of crops
cut down initially, before cutting all crops is kept aside and is
oﬀered to their village deity as a symbol of respect to Him
after which all the crops are being harvested. The harvested

Among Gond farmers, ﬁrm checking of land and quality of
seed, moisture in soil, etc. is done before sowing of the seeds
in the ﬁeld. The seed is dried and cleaned well before sowing.
Farmers delay the seed sowing if moisture is improper in the
soil as they are known of the fact that the seed will not
germinate appropriately if moisture is not moderate. Gond
farmers believe that there is a relationship between land and
cropping pattern. According to them, paddy is a crop grown in
a plain land where there can be abundant water while crops
like kodo and kutki have nothing to do with plain land. The
seeds are sown within ten days of preparing and tilling the
land. But if the farmer fails to sow the seeds within this time
period, he has to till the land again for seed sowing.
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crops are then transported to diﬀerent place for thrashing
where the ﬂoor is cleaned well and cow dung is splashed all
over for removal of insects and pests.

Comparative analysis
Hart and Mouton (2005) rightly said in their study that
indigenous knowledge is not restricted to a particular area or
people. They stated that indigenous knowledge about a
similar subject or related object can signiﬁcantly diﬀer from
one area to another and some aspects of indigenous
knowledge are found in other areas inhabited by diﬀerent
people. The studies done by various scholars and
academicians on Gond tribe residing in Pachmarhi Biosphere
Reserve, Betul and Hoshangabad of Madhya Pradesh state
that the farming techniques of Gonds living in those areas are
similar with agricultural practices done by Gonds of Surguja
district of Chhattisgarh. Both Hill Korwas and Gonds
practiced shifting cultivation few decades ago which is
presently not in practice. There are lots of diﬀerences and
similarities between both tribal communities regarding
practices of agriculture. It has been found that both are equally
associated with their environment and ecology. Gonds are
more sophisticated over Hill Korwas in practicing agriculture
due to the reason that they are experienced farmers and have
acquired knowledge from their elders. There is a large gap
between indigenous agricultural practices in both tribal
communities. Hill Korwas remember their ancestors in works
they begin and festivals associated with agriculture are
celebrated by them even today. This shows their respect
towards their ancestors, beliefs and customs. Gond method of
indigenous farming clears that in this modern era of
transformation, climate change and biodiversity degradation,
they are still in connection with their traditional methods of
farming and ecology.

Seed storage methods
Seed storage method is not reported from the Hill Korwas.
They are unable to save and store grains as the yielding is
insuﬃcient. If maize in very rare cases needs storage, it is tied
to a rope and hanged at the corner of the room. Maize is stored
inside the house as it needs protection from animals during
night.
Among the Gond farmers, grains are stored in plastic, tin or
glass jars depending upon the economic condition of the
farmer. Most of the farmers reported that they mix neem
(Azadirachta indica) leaves with the grains and that keeps
them away from pests and diseases. The box or jar is tightened
ﬁrmly to make it airtight and regular checks are made to see if
there is a need to replace the dried leaves.
Crop Watch
Hill Korwa farmers keep close eyes on birds and chase them
away from the ﬁeld. This is the reason that farms are near their
houses to keep close eye on the birds and protecting crops
from pests and insects. They use dung to protect crops from
getting damaged by pests or sometimes, pesticides if a farmer
could buy it. There is prevalence of monkeys, boars and some
other wild animals in some of the Hill Korwa resident
villages. Some of the Hill Korwa villages are severely prone
to wild elephants as the forests have abundant Mahua trees
which catch the attention of the elephants. Some villages also
report the damage of crops by bears and monkeys. Fields of
Hill Korwa farmers are fenced by wooden logs, bushes and
branches of trimmed trees which act as protection for their
crops and vegetables. The only way to chase birds and animals
is frightening them with long branches of trees, hard wooden
sticks and in case of boars, bears, elephants, etc., crackers are
burst which are usually kept by the Hill Korwa youth. If the
elephants try to ruin the village and Hill Korwa houses, the
entire villagers gather at a place to chase them or else run away
leaving their houses getting damaged to save their lives.

Relevance of Indigenous Knowledge
The indigenous knowledge in all aspects is enormously
important for sustainable development. In fact, there are
studies which highlight the signiﬁcance of indigenous
knowledge of agriculture and explain how indigenous
communities around the world are reviving traditional
practices and indigenous knowledge systems. Ghorbani et al.
(2012) state that indigenous knowledge related not only to
agriculture but medicine, food, architecture, etc. has been
widely used in European countries, United States of America,
Canada and Australia by new names. The Kuna community of
Panama is looking for ancient grains to help reverse the
modern trend toward migration to the mainland. Kuna
community leaders report that to increase food production,
community need to recover traditional seeds so as not to
depend on external donors. In addition, Abrha Weatsbha, the
Equator Prize Winners have applied local knowledge to
address extreme land degradation that had pushed the
community to the edge of resettlement.

Gond farmers have acquired knowledge of
infections and diseases common in the plants and crops. The
defoliation of leaves, stunting of plant, yellow leaves, etc. are
few indicators of plant arrest under infection. Farmers who
can buy pesticides for plants use the same for preventing
plants from infection and diseases whereas who cannot buy
use dung for plant protection. Kerosene oil is sometimes used
to kill the stem borers and insects stuck to the plants. To
protect the crops from getting damaged by birds and animals,
farmers erect eﬃgies made of straw wrapped with a cloth
piece. There is a prevalence of wild boars and monkeys in
some villages where there are dense forests from protection of
which farmers have made fences made of tree branches,
wooden sticks, logs, bamboos, etc.

Conclusion
A critical call for emphasizing on systematic development of
agriculture especially in case of Hill Korwas is required.
Better irrigational facilities & appropriate farming techniques
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must be ensured and knowledge related to enhanced
agricultural practices, seed selection, necessary agricultural
implements, etc. needs to be imparted among them by the
agricultural personnel. Agriculture is somehow associated
with animal domestication and cattle rearing which is often
seen among many Gond farmers but rarely seen in Hill Korwa
community. Animal domestication and cattle rearing should
be ensured among Hill Korwas that would uplift their
economy and change in their dietary habits. An eﬀective
marketing place for minor forest produce should be developed
in the Hill Korwa villages to increase their economy. Although
a lot of modern farming techniques have not reached Gond
farmers but they need to be supplemented with the
signiﬁcance and relevance of indigenous or traditional
methods of farming so that this may continue and pass on to
the younger generation. Besides this, the youth of both tribal
communities should participate at a massive level to learn and
adopt the indigenous knowledge from the elderly people of
their community. Maundu (1995) says that indigenous
knowledge is diminishing at an alarming rate with ageing of
those in the indigenous population with strong links to the
past. Hence, there is an urgent need to conserve, preserve and
document the indigenous knowledge which is depleting
nowadays at faster rate.
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